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Week VI Group Classes 

Today’s Class: 

I. Bow Hold Practice and Games 
a. Games: “Up like a rocket” song; Stir the soup, stir the tea; Windshield wipers; Pet the frog, 

perch like a bird, slither like a snake, hang like a monkey; The Roman Arch; The pinky 
balances the bow – hold for 10 seconds; Spider climbs up and down the bow 

b. Bow Hold Contest!  Bring in your beans or have a number to put in each week.  Let’s fill 
the fishbowl!  

II. Review Open Strings, open string memory game, and tap between parts of the bow. 
III. Preparing our left hand 

a. Position each part in order: feet, violin, head, then let go with left hand. 
b. Students are afraid they will drop the violin.  When we are afraid of dropping something, 

the first impulse is to tighten.  We need to overcome this reflex and be comfortable with a 
loose position around the instrument. 

c. The #1 reason violin and viola players develop injuries is because they did not properly 
learn and practice this step.  If we do this properly now and build good habits, your child 
will be set up for a lifetime of comfortable playing and good posture. 

d. This is super difficult.  Lots of praise for effort and success is essential! 
IV. Floor Exercise 

a. These games prepare our hands for the different hand shapes we need in Book 1: 
i. Stretching fingers like a cat 

ii. Tapping games: 1,2,3,4 & 4,3,2,1 (scales); 1,3,2,4 & 4,2,3,1 (thirds); 1,3,1,4,2,4,3 & 
3,4,2,4,1,3,1 (arpeggios) 

iii. Red (2-3 touching), Blue (1-2 touching), and yellow (3-4 touching) patterns. 
iv. Tap each color pattern in scale, thirds, and (difficult) arpeggio patterns. 
v. Whole steps – Gaps between fingers; half-steps – fingers touching 

vi. Listening and describing the sound of each pattern (record some examples) 
vii. Always: pinky pushups 

V. Practice this week 
a. Continue bow hold games! 
b. Practice open string memory game and jumping between the different parts of the bow. 
c. Continue practicing “pepperoni pizza” every day.  Between 25 and 100 times/day is ideal 
d. Practice your left-hand setup each day.  Practice at least your age in repetitions each day.  

Try to increase comfort, rotation, and endurance each day. 
e. Floor exercise games. 

Questions? Please feel free to send me an email or text message anytime! 

Happy practicing! 


